
Bar building…
quick and easy

A functioning bar
in a fraction of the time

Modular Bar arrives at the job site. Bar sections are 
uncrated and placed.

Sections are connected.

And then leveled. Utilities are installed. The bar is sealed to the floor.

Front finishing panels and bar top are attached.
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Bar building technology
for today and the future

Perlick 
Simplifies 

Bar Building
Complete design flexibility adaptable to
most bar configurations.

All steel structure won’t warp, twist or 
deteriorate.

Arrives at job site with underbar equipment
installed, in sections up to 81⁄2’ feet long.

Roomy, open-access chase allows beverage
lines to be set in place.

Dedicated chases for electrical and 
plumbing lines.

Stainless steel interior from top to bottom
on bartender side for smooth, finished
appearance.

Interior bottom finish panel adjusts so 
structure can be sealed to the floor. 

Removable millwork provides convenient
access to utility and beverage lines for
modification, maintenance or repair.

The Perlick
Modular Bar

System
Once you’re aware of its great time and money
saving features, building your next bar with a
Perlick Modular Bar System is an easy choice.

Unlike a traditionally constructed bar die, every-
thing fits because the structure is built to exact
specifications. So instead of days of time-con-
suming and expensive delays, the Perlick
Modular Bar system can be installed without a
hassle in a matter of hours. 

And, there’s no complicated underbar equip-
ment installation because it’s been pre-installed
at the factory. Plus roomy beverage and utility
chases give installers plenty of room to make
their installations. Finally, the front panels and
bar top can be fabricated off site saving numer-
ous trips to ensure a good fit. All this conven-
ience saves installation delays and labor costs,
so your bar can be up and running in a fraction
of the time it took in the past.

We’ve given some good reasons why you should
build your next bar with a Perlick Modular Bar
System. There’s no reason to look any further.
Call us today.

All stainless steel interior
not only looks good, but
is easy to keep clean.

Trunk housing is set into ample 
beverage chase for simple installation.

Bar panels and
top fabricated
in the finish of
your choice.
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